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WEATHER
Flooded Kerala lowlands on alert as next ‘low’ emerges in Bay
Low-lying lands in flood-hit central Kerala where rivers and backwaters have spilled over into adjoining villages
and towns, may not have good news from weather forecasters just yet. A second low-pressure area has formed
over North-West Bay of Bengal (off Odisha-Bengal coasts) on Thursday that promises to sustain active monsoon
conditions, even as a predecessor is operating over North Madhya Pradesh.
The Thiruvananthapuram Met Office has forecast heavy (7-11 cm in 24 hours) to very heavy (12-20 cm in 24
hours) at one or two places in the State for three successive days on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Heavy rain
On Thursday, the northern districts received the heaviest rain of 13 cm (Vadakara in Kozhikode) and 10 cm
(Kannur) with other heavy quantum of 7-8 cm also being reported from elsewhere in the region.
What is of concern are the on and off showers in the lowlands of Kottayam, Alappuzha and Ernakulam in Central
Kerala where flood waters from some record-breaking rain spells have hardly receded. Road traffic continues to
be severely affected in parts of Kottayam and Alappuzha though rail traffic have resumed with speeds being
restricted in specific stretches. A few of the passenger services continue to be partially affected.
High winds
The India Met Department (IMD) has forecast that strong winds mainly from westerly direction with speed
occasionally reaching up to km/hr and gusting to 60 km/hr are along and off the Kerala coast and over the
Lakshadweep Islands.
The sea condition will be generally ‘rough’ (8- to13-feet high waves) along and off Kerala coast and ‘rough to
very rough’ (13- to 20-ft high waves) over Lakshadweep area and adjoining Arabian Sea. Fishermen are advised
not to venture into these areas.
The existing ‘low’ over land and the fresh one over the Bay would combine to set up fairly widespread to
widespread rainfall over the next four to five days over East, Central and North-West India, the IMD said.The
West Coast will also remain active during this period when Coastal Karnataka and Kerala would also be
impacted. The rainfall pattern over Kerala would be closely watched, though the heaviest might fall in the
northern districts.
Rain deficit
On Thursday, Rayalaseema fell into the rain-deficit category (-20 per cent), joining Lakshadweep (-35 per cent)
as the two Met subdivisions with poor rainfall. Major deficits persisted over Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and the rest of
East and North-East India.
The overall deficit has increased to four per cent on Thursday as East India failed to make any gains from the
ongoing spell.
Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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Met issues fresh rain alert for Rajasthan, MP, Gujarat, Kerala
Monsoon flows have yet again started converging over the North Bay of Bengal ahead of setting up an
anticipated low-pressure area that could intensify into a depression. India Met Department (IMD) has forecast
squally winds with speed reaching 45 km/hr and gusting to 55 km/hr today over the Andaman & Nicobar Islands
and warned fishermen to stay off the nearby seas.
East coast build-up
The East Coast in the vicinity, from Visakhapatnam to Kolkata across Brahmapur, Cuttack and Bhubaneshwar, is
witnessing the build-up in the form of light to moderate showers. Satellite pictures show rains over Vidarbha,
Telangana, Central Maharashtra and adjoining Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan, parts of Uttar Pradesh,
Delhi, Haryana, Punjab, and Uttaranchal.
According to sources, flood-hit Gujarat and Saurashtra and Kutch also are experiencing intermittent showers
with alert having sounded out over Thansa in Bhavnagar. Light to moderate showers are being reported also
from the West Coast, the heaviest from Coastal Karnataka and North Kerala, as revealed by satellite pictures.
Meanwhile in Kerala, railways has announced that normal train services, which were hit over the past couple of
days due to flooding of tracks, would resume from today. The 20-km/hr speed limit imposed on three rail bridges
in the Ettumanur-Kottayam section in Central Kerala has been relaxed with effect from last evening.
Kerala rail traffic
The sources added that the engineering department is continuously monitoring the water level under seven
bridges in the Kayamkulam-Kottayam-Ernakulam stretch. But partial cancellation of services due to unfavourable
conditions in the Punalur-Bhagavathipuram ghat section in the South-East would continue to be effective until
further notice.
Though the heavy rains have relented over Kerala, the inflows in rivers from the highlands in the East to the
plains have not been reduced. Due to this, the situation in the flooded plains, farm lands and plantations has not
improved to any significant level, reports reaching here suggested.The heavy rain and flooding is attributed to
the prevailing 'low' located this morning to over North-East Madhya Pradesh. It is still setting up rain clouds all
over North-West India and Gujarat. It is in this context that the track and strength of a successor 'low' brewing in
the Bay is being watched. A three-day outlook from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
has warned of heavy rain breaking out over North Andhra Pradesh, adjoining Telangana and South Odisha.
Heavy rain forecast
Heavy rain is also indicated for Ahmedabad, Kota, Udaipur, Jodhpur and Tharad in Rajasthan and Gujarat as
also along the West Coast, including Maharashtra, Coastal Karnataka and North Kerala coasts.
According to the European agency, East India and the North-East, the two rain-deficient regions over the
mainland, would have to wait it out for its share of rains.As for today, IMD has forecast heavy to very heavy rain
over East Rajasthan and West Madhya Pradesh, East Madhya Maharashtra, Gujarat and Kerala. It would be
heavy over Uttarakhand, Haryana, Chandigarh, West Uttar Pradesh, West Rajasthan, Andaman & Nicobar
Islands, Madhya Maharashtra, Konkan, Goa and Coastal Karnataka.
IMD forecast for tomorrow says that heavy to very heavy rain is likely over Kerala, while it would be heavy over
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi, West Uttar Pradesh, East Rajasthan,
West Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Coastal Karnataka, Konkan and Goa.The squally wind alert will be valid not only
for the Andaman & Nicobar Islands but also along and off the Bengal coast. Fishermen are advised not to
venture into sea around these areas.
Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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FERTILISER
MCF gets green nod for 1 mt fertiliser plant
Mangalore Chemicals and Fertilizers (MCF) Ltd, a subsidiary of Zuari Agro and Chemicals Ltd (ZACL), has
received environmental clearance to set up a 1 million tonne phosphatic fertiliser plant at its existing facility in
New Mangalore, a senior official said here on Thursday.
“We received the approval from the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change about 10 days ago. The
plan is to set up a new DAP/NPK plant of 8,00,000 tonnes capacity at Mangaluru,” MCF Managing Director
Suresh Krishnan told BusinessLine. The company currently has a 4-lakh-tonne DAP/NPK plant at Panambur in
New Mangalore.
MCF, an erstwhile UB Group company, became a subsidiary of ZACL when the Saroj Kumar Poddar-led Zuari
Group acquired a 53 per cent stake in 2015.
According to Krishnan, the company plans to complete the financial and proposal evaluation shortly, and the
commissioning is expected by 2020.
“The gas pipeline from Kochi, for which we have already made investments, is expected to be ready by early
next year, making us a gas-based urea plant. Once that happens, the overall financial benefits that flow under
the government policy will be used to kick-start the expansion plan,” he said.
Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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AGRICULTURE
As Saurashtra grapples with flood, N. Gujarat awaits rain for sowing
Groundnut sowing worst hit; 55-75% crop loss estimated
Its a double whammy for farmers in Gujarat. On one
hand, the delayed monsoon in key growing regions
has brought down sowing area, while the recent
torrential rains in Saurashtra and South Gujarat have
wrecked. havoc on the kharif cash crops —
groundnut, pulses and cotton. While the State
government is yet to officially initiate crop damage
assessment, farmer leaders have expressed fears of
massive damage to groundnut and cotton, which
were in the plantation stage.
Massive damage to farms
“The recent rains have caused heavy flooding of fields in several districts of Saurashtra leading to land erosion
and water logging at most places. Due to this, farms are submerged in the water and we fear damage to key
kharif crops such as groundnut and cotton,” said Vitthal Dudhatra, President, Gujarat Pradesh of Bhartiya Kisan
Sangh (BKS). “In many talukas of Junagadh and Gir-Somnath districts — heartland for groundnut — the crop is
feared to fail completely due to water logging. Now farmers need to switch to shorter duration crops only,” said
Dudhatra.
Crop switch likely
Farmers estimate worst damage to groundnut in the range of 55-75 per cent of the sowing so far. With loss in the
long-duration kharif crops, farmers are looking at short-duration pulses crops such as green gram (moong), black
gram (urad) and pigeon peas (tur) for remaining part of the monsoon sowing.
Cash crops hit
The districts of Gir-Somnath, Junagadh, Amreli and Bhavnagar in Saurashtra, Navsari, Valsad and Dang districts
in South Gujarat received heavy rains in the past 10 days. While Gir-Somnath and Junagadh have high
concentration of groundnut and soyabean acreage in the State, Amreli and Bhavnagar are cotton heartland. In
South Gujarat, paddy and ragi sowing are affected. “The rains have washed away paddy and ragi crops in Dang
and parts of Valsad. But there is still hope for re-sowing,” said an agriculture officer in South Gujarat. For
Shitaldas Sonaiya in Vithhalpur in Gir-Somnath district, groundnut crop is affected due to flooding of river.
“I had invested over ₹1 lakh before monsoon towards protection wall on the fields which got washed away in the
heavy rains,” he said. Sonaiya has 10 bigha (approx 4 acres) under groundnut and soyabean each, but he fears
more loss in groundnut. “At least cattle are saved and farmers can look up to milk production to survive in the
agriculture losses,” he said. North Gujarat dry. While Saurashtra region has seen a robust sowing activity, North
Gujarat has progressed at a snail’s pace because of the scanty rainfall in the region.
As against Saurashtra, which has received total rainfall of over 57 per cent, North Gujarat region has got over 18
per cent of the normal rainfall so far. The region has seen a sharp decline in the sowing of castor, guar and
grains such as bajra and jowar, besides a drop in groundnut sowing. As compared to last year, total sowing in
the region is lower by 50 per cent as on July 19 against the same period last year. Meanwhile, in a media
interaction, Chief Minister Vijay Rupani stated that assessment of crop loss and property damage will begin soon
and 161 teams have been formed to undertake the survey in the affected regions.
Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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Why farmer protests may be the new normal
Volatility in prices, trade policy-induced uncertainties, and climate change related resource stress have created a
perfect storm in Indian farming
A few months back, vegetable growers were out on the streets protesting against low prices. Then it was the turn
of sugarcane farmers. And now milk producers are dumping milk on the streets to draw attention to the glut that
has brought prices down.
India saw an almost eight-fold rise in ‘agrarian riots’ between 2014 and 2016, data from the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB) shows. These riots include conflict over land and water, resources that have come
under stress from weather-related shocks and inadequate policy response.
Ahead of the general elections of 2019, farm protests and strikes have caught the attention of our political class.
Politicians cutting across party lines have been vying with each other to offer sops and to make promises about
such sops to India’s beleaguered farmers. However, these sops and promises are mere palliatives which fail to
address the roots of India’s farm crisis.
There are three major risks that the farmer faces today, which arise from three different sources—prices, trade
policies, and resource stress. One of the major uncertainties facing the Indian farmer is volatility in prices. This
has been particularly sharp in the case of vegetables and pulses over the past few years.
Excess production of vegetables and pulses invariably lead to a crash in prices, which often trigger protests.
The government’s procurement policy for cereals ensures that prices of rice and wheat are less volatile than
those of other food items. However, not all cereal producers benefit from the procurement policy, which is
effective only in a few states.
The political cycle in MSP (minimum support price) hikes—which typically spike ahead of elections—means that
returns for cereal farmers are erratic across years. Also, a sharp variation in the officially-determined
procurement quantity of crops becomes an added source of uncertainty for the farmer. The procurement of
wheat has ranged from as low as 12% of production in 2006-07 to as high as 41% in 2012-13, Food Corporation
of India (FCI) data shows.
For producers of crops other than wheat and rice, the uncertainty is even greater as there is very little state-led
procurement even though procurement prices are announced for as many as 23 major crops.The imperative to
keep retail food prices in check has led successive governments to impose ad hoc restrictions on farm exports,
hurting producers and creating another layer of uncertainty for them.
In response to the growing protests by milk producers, the government has announced export incentives for milk.
But it is likely that the government will step in with export restrictions once milk prices cross a threshold that is
deemed acceptable to policymakers.
A study of India’s agricultural policies between 2000 and 2016 by OECD and ICRIER published this month found
that trade-distorting policies—such as export prohibitions, export quotas, export duties, or minimum export
prices—have impeded the export of several key commodities and depressed producer prices. For example,
export restrictions or bans were applied to wheat, non-basmati rice, chickpeas, sugar and milk at different times
over the course of the period studied.
Despite large subsidies to fertilizers, power and irrigation, which offset somewhat the price-depressing effect of
trade interventions, the overall effect of policy interventions have been to reduce gross farm revenues by over
6% per year in the 2014-16 period, the study found. In contrast, in most large economies, the overall impact of
policy interventions has boosted farm revenues over the same period, the OECD study shows. The beneficiaries
of negative price support to producers are India’s consumers, who have gained from lower food prices.

The third big risk facing Indian farmers arises from resource stress and climate change-induced shocks. The
areas facing water stress and deterioration in soil quality have been rising over time. Agrarian states of the north
such as Punjab and Haryana have already exploited their groundwater potential to a large extent. Southern
states such as Karnataka and Tamil Nadu which lack perennial irrigation are also increasingly exhausting their
groundwater reserves.
With extreme weather events such as high temperatures and erratic rainfall likely to become more frequent
because of climate change, the resource stress facing Indian farmers will only increase. Farm revenues could be
hit to the extent of 25% over the long-run because of climate change-related disruptions, the latest economic
survey of the finance ministry published in January this year said. Rain-fed areas will be the worst hit, the survey
said.
The absence of a robust insurance mechanism that protects farmers from these risks means that Indian farmers
are being compelled to make unhedged bets when they begin sowing each season. The current government had
rightly recognized the need to provide effective instruments of insurance to Indian farmers. However, the limited
success of the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana seems to have compelled the government to fall back on the
old formula of MSP hikes. This formula has been tried in the past without much success. So, brace yourself for
more agrarian protests in the months and years to come.
Arjun Srinivas is a recipient of the Mint-Hindustan Times-HowIndiaLives Data Fellowship 2018.
Source: Live mint, Friday, July 20, 2018
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Reform agriculture marketing systems to address farm distress
The actual determination of MSP is driven by a ‘business as usual’ practice of incremental increases in line with
past trend, combined with the political need for ‘look good’ optics
The recent increase in the minimum support prices (MSP) for major kharif crops has reignited the debate about
food price policy. Some analysts believe that the increase has been excessive, that it will push up inflation, both
directly and also indirectly via the fiscal burden of higher subsidies. Others maintain that the increase is not
enough, that the government has not delivered on its promise of announcing MSPs that are 50% over cost, as
had been recommended by the National Commission on Farmers (Swaminathan Commission). Who is right and
who is wrong? Why do we need an agricultural price policy at all? And, most importantly, what does it all mean
for the hapless farmer?
The question of why we need a food price policy is the one most easily answered. Foodgrains are basic
necessities. Any sharp increase in their prices can be extremely stressful, especially for low income and poor
households, leading in turn to heightened political tension. Conversely, any sharp drop in crop prices can cause
widespread distress among the millions of small farmers for whom the proceeds of their marketed produce is the
main source of their livelihood. Hence, the policy of maintaining relatively stable and reasonable prices has a
long history going back to the Great Bengal Famine of 1943. The present food policy regime—consisting of the
Food Corporation of India (FCI), which procures rice and wheat, along with some state agencies, the
Commission on Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP), which recommends procurement prices, and the public
distribution system (PDS), which distributes foodgrains and a few other essential items at subsidized prices—
was established following two consecutive drought years that led to severe food shortages in the mid- 1960s.
Next, are the recently announced kharif procurement prices too high or too low? For an answer based on
principles rather than rhetoric it is necessary go into some rather arcane issues about different ways of costing
agricultural production. The government has in principle adopted the policy of fixing procurement prices at least
50% over what CACP calls cost A2 + FL. A2 includes the actual or imputed cost of all purchased or own inputs
such as seeds, fertilizers, manure, bullock or machine labour + actual rent on leased in land + actual interest on
working capital. FL is the imputed value of family labour. Thus A2 + FL excludes the imputed value of owned
fixed capital, such as farm machinery, and the rental value of own land. Adding these components would give us
cost C2, the cost on which the Swaminathan Commission had recommended a 50% markup for procurement
prices.
In a recent article (“The Price Is Right”, The Indian Express, 6 July), Ramesh Chand has argued that using C2
rather than A2 + FL is illogical. In fact, the reverse is true. Imputed values are the opportunity costs of both inputs
and factors of production, such as land, labour or capital, meaning the costs that the farmer would have incurred
if s/he had acquired these from the market or what s/he would have earned if she had supplied these owned
resources to the market. It defies logic as to why the imputed value of own inputs and own family labour should
be included in the costing (A2 + FL) but not the rental value of own land or interest on own capital. Further, as
Prabhat Patnaik has argued earlier this week (“Has There Been An MSP Hike For Kharif Crops?”), the cost of
production computations are an average across farms. So if the imputed rental value of owned land is not
included in the reckoning then the average rental value factored into the costing would be less than the actual
rental value paid by those who have leased their land, the large bulk of whom are marginal or landless farmers.
However, Chand mentions that the imputed value of family labour and imputed rental value of own land amounts
to about 40% of C2. Assuming he is right, A2 amounts to about 60% of C2 and much of the difference would in
fact consist of FL, the imputed value of family labour. Hence, a 50% MSP markup over (A2 +FL) would in fact
imply a significant markup over even C2. Chand estimates that the recently announced kharif MSPs amount to
markups over C2, ranging from 10% to 53%, depending on the crop. But, as Patnaik has pointed out, the largest
price increases have been announced in the case of coarse cereals like jowar, bajra and ragi, which account for
less than 5% of the kharif food grain output.
All that being said, it seems to me that the debate over different concepts of cost of production is largely an
academic matter. Cost of production is only one of several considerations factored into the determination of

MSPs, such as the estimated demand-supply balance, global prices, etc. Besides, announcing an MSP means
nothing unless it is supported by public procurement at the announced MSP. Among food crops, FCI only
procures wheat and rice along with some state agencies and the National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing
Federation of India (Nafed) has now started procuring pulses. Moreover, my reading is that, as with many other
fiscal and administered pricing policies, the actual determination of MSPs is driven by a “business as usual”
practice of incremental increases in line with past trend combined with the political need for “look good” optics.
Take, for example, the MSP for the common variety of paddy, the largest item of kharif procurement. During the
five-year period 2009-10 to 2013-14, the MSP for common paddy increased by 31% or at an annual rate of
6.2%. For the next four years, 2014-15 to 2017-18, it was raised at an average annual rate of only 3.5%. The
current increase by ₹200, or nearly 13%, looks good politically and also marks a reversal towards trend.
Including this the average annual MSP increase during the five-year period, 2014-15 to 2018-19, works out to
5.8%, just short of the 6.2% registered during the previous five years. However, comparing these nominal rates
of MSP increase with the average CPI inflation rates of 6% for the period 2008-09 to 2013-14 and 4.5% for the
period 2013-14 to 2017-18, it turns out that the MSP for common paddy was more or less constant in real terms
during the earlier period while it has risen modestly during the latter, thanks mainly to the latest MSP increase.
Balancing the compulsions of prevailing distress among farmers and foodgrain availability at reasonable prices, I
would conclude that the increase is neither too high nor too low but just about right,
Finally, and most importantly, what does it mean for distressed farmers? MSPs are only one among a range of
policies that impact farm revenues and costs. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) uses two comprehensive indices of the net impact of all such policies on agricultural producers and
consumers, respectively called the producer support estimate (PSE) and consumer support estimate (CSE).
Reporting on an application of these indicators for India, based on very detailed commodity-specific exercises in
all major states, Ashok Gulati and Carmell Cahill claim that Indian producers have suffered a net negative impact
amounting to 14% of farm receipts on average for the period 2000-01 to 2016-17 (“Resolving The FarmerConsumer Binary”, The Indian Express, 9 July). This is in sharp contrast with the positive producer support of
over 19% in the European Union, about 15% in China and 9% in the US.
This bias against producers would in fact be much more severe for the small, marginal and landless farmers who
account for 80% of rural households and face multiple price and non-price risks on top of the non-viability of their
tiny plots of land as I had explained in my column last year (“Agrarian Crisis: The Challenge Of A Small Farmer
Economy”, Mint, 21 July). Their circumstances also force them to sell their small lots of marketable surplus at
prices way below the announced MSPs while having to buy their inputs at high prices. Nevertheless, I feel that
the OECD approach of framing the policy impact question as support for producers versus support for
consumers, counterpoising the interest of farmers to that of consumers as if in a zero-sum game, is a false
binary, at least in India.
This construct excludes a third key player, namely the class of traders who intermediate between producers and
consumers. In the case of rice and wheat, large oligopolistic wholesale traders are able to buy the produce at
rock-bottom post-harvest prices from small producers then sell them to FCI at much higher MSPs. For other
commodities, cartels of these large traders who control the Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees (APMCs)
again compel the small producers to sell at low prices then jack up their own selling price. Gulati’s earlier work,
which I also reported in my July 2017 article, indicates that poor farmers may typically get as little as 25% of the
prices that consumers finally pay for their produce.
Clearly, reform of agricultural marketing systems to squeeze if not altogether eliminate the 300% traders’ markup
could provide far more remunerative prices for distressed farmers, freeing them from the clutches of money
lenders, while at the same time making farm produce available to consumers at affordable prices. However,
distressed farmers need not depend on the government to recover their viability. The Amul Dairy Cooperative is
an outstanding example of how farmers empowered themselves through cooperation. There are more recent
success stories in the Kudumbashree programme in Kerala, the Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty in
Andhra, and embryonic cases in other states of such cooperation led by women’s self-help groups, initially for
mobilizing credit and later for other activities. These examples point to the power of aggregation and collective

action in activities ranging from marketing and purchasing of inputs and machinery to land pooling, water
management, organic agriculture, dairy, fishery and even some non-farm activities.
Sudipto Mundle is emeritus professor at the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy and was a member of
the Fourteenth Finance Commission. Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
Source: Live mint, Friday, July 20, 2018
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ECONOMY
India growing faster than any economy, providing opportunities, says Former British PM David Cameron
Former British prime minister David Cameron today said India was growing faster than any larger economy and
providing opportunities.
Former British prime minister David Cameron today said India was growing faster than any larger economy and
providing opportunities. “It is important to focus on possibilities, good and bad, while remain mindful of the
threats which the world is facing now,” he said at a session of the Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) here.
“Relationship between the two countries was one of the priorities during my premiership. The UK invested more
in India among the G20 countries and our country was one of the recipients of the biggest Indian investment by
the Tatas”, Cameron said.
Cameron, who was the British prime minister from 2010 to 2016, said that trade and investment were not zero
sum game. Today, he said, there was backlash against market economy and emergence of strongman politics.
“Our two countries will flourish when markets operate. India is at the potential stage of take-off with 7 per cent
growth”, he said.
Cameron said that there was a growing move towards protectionism and isolationism on the premise that free
trade was unfair. “What I feel is that there is no need to change the system but to reshape the course”, he said.
“Let us fly the flag of trade and cooperation. India should get permanent membership in the UN Security Council
as well”, he said. Criticising US President Donald Trump’s move to impose duty on Indian steel, he said, “Indian
prime minister has to show that he is strong.”
Also disagreeing with Trump’s view on trade deficit, Cameron said it was normal that some country would have
deficit and some surplus. “If all the countries have trade surplus, then who will have deficit”, he asked. Talking
about Indian leadership, he said, “India is fortunate to have leadership with clear vision. When I met Narendra
Modi in 2006, he had deep thought about the long-term problems.
Cameron also said that there was also an existential threat due to climate change, he said that environment
would have to be protected and regretted the US decision to walk out of Paris climate accord. He said India was
facing challenges in infrastructure and skill development.
Source: Financial Express, Friday, July 20, 2018
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June quarter current account deficit seen rising to 2.5% of GDP: Icra
The country's current account deficit (CAD) is set to widen and the first quarter print may come in at USD 16-17
billion or 2.5 per cent of GDP, says an Icra report, adding for the full year the gap may scale a six-year high of
USD 67-72 billion.
In the June quarter of FY18, CAD, which is the difference between forex earned and expended, was USD 15
billion, and for the full year of FY18 it stood at 1.9 per cent of the GDP, Icra said in its report today. Factoring in
an average crude price of USD 75 a barrel in FY19 against USD 56 in FY18 and a 6 per cent rise in net imports,
net oil imports are likely to rise to USD 98-100 billion in FY19 from USD 69 billion in FY18.
Given the current commodity prices, we expect merchandise exports and imports to expand by 10 per cent and
13 per cent, respectively, in FY19, widening the merchandise trade deficit to USD 187-192 billion, from USD 160
billion in the last fiscal year.
But services trade surplus and remittances are likely to improve by 6-9 per cent each, thanks to a weaker
rupee."Both this will have CAD to increase to USD 67-72 billion or 2.5 per cent of GDP in FY19, from USD 48.7
billion or 1.9 per cent in FY18," said Aditi Nayar, principal economist, Icra. The massive spike is attributable to a
contraction in net imports of precious metals and stones inadequate to stem the outflow related to higher crude
oil prices, she said.
"Annualised rise in CAD is likely to continue for the seventh consecutive quarter in Q1, driven by higher
commodity prices and demand for imports of machinery and electronic goods, amid a contraction in exports of
readymade garments, gems and jewellery and iron ore," she said.
Following the surge in crude prices, net import bill related to petroleum products soared 50.1 per cent to USD
22.5 billion in Q1 from USD 15 billion. But merchandise trade deficit related to non-oil, non-precious items rose a
moderate 11.9 per cent to USD 15.8 billion from USD 14.2 billion, which was led by a sizeable spike in imports of
machinery, iron & steel, coal and electronics. But this was offset by a contraction in exports of readymades and
iron ore.
"The impact of this was partly absorbed by a 39.6 per cent decline in imports of gold, silver, pearls, precious and
semi-precious stones to USD 6.6 billion from USD 10.9 billion, respectively," she said. On a positive side, weaker
rupee has seen the services trade surplus rises at a healthy 9.7 per cent in the first two months of the quarter
relative. But in absolute terms this translates into a moderate USD 1.1 billion rise only.
A weaker rupee and higher crude prices are likely to have supported remittances which would prevent a sharper
worsening of the current account deficit, she said. The widening of the merchandise trade deficit to a 61 -month
high USD 16.6 billion in June has fuelled concerns regarding the near-term CAD outlook.
"Unless commodity prices plunge, monthly merchandise trade deficit may average USD 15.5-16 billion over the
rest of the fiscal, resulting in a sombre outlook for CAD," she added. Notwithstanding the recent decline in gold
prices, the base-effect led to contraction in gold imports in Q1, but is unlikely to be sustained in the remainder of
this fiscal, which would exert further pressure on CAD.
Source: The Economic Times, Friday, July 20, 2018
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Ex-RBI deputy governor R Gandhi cautions against frequent loan waivers
Former RBI Deputy Governor R Gandhi today cautioned governments, including the Centre, against frequently
using "administrative tools" of farm loan waivers, as he stressed on maintaining credit discipline.
Former RBI Deputy Governor R Gandhi today cautioned governments, including the Centre, against frequently
using “administrative tools” of farm loan waivers, as he stressed on maintaining credit discipline. “Whether it is
farmers and industrial loan waiver, it has an impact. The governments have to utilise this kind of tool sparingly
and rarely. Otherwise, it completely disturbs the credit discipline, and in worst case scenario, financial institutions
will not be able to survive,” Gandhi told PTI here. The governments had to definitely look at the desirability of
waivers at regular intervals, he added.
Many states have waived agriculture loans, the latest being Karnataka, where chief minister H D Kumaraswamy
announced a mega loan waiver scheme in the budget that would cost Rs 34,000 crore to the state exchequer. In
addition, Kumaraswamy had later announced waiver of another Rs 10,700 crore in respect of cooperative banks.
Rajasthan has also unveiled a Rs 8,500 crore waiver scheme. Uttar Pradesh was the first state last year to
announce Rs 36,359 crore farm debt waiver for small and marginal farmers. It was followed by Maharashtra and
Punjab. Asked if Rs 2.11 lakh crore capital infusion for NPA-hit public sector banks over a period of two years is
inadequate, Gandhi said there is no such issue because the government revises the size of capital infusion
according to their fiscal performance every quarter.
“For now, the government has announced Rs 2.11 lakh crore capital infusion, but going forward the government
may infuse more or less capital, based on banks fiscal performance every quarter. I definitely think banks and
government, as also RBI, will be alive to look at revising the size of capital infusion,” he said. Asked if he has felt
any predictable shift in how world looks at India even as the Narendra Modi government is nearly completing its
term, Gandhi said post-reforms all governments ruled by various parties had never reversed their steps to streng
then country’s economy.
Source: Financial Express, Friday, July 20, 2018
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India’s growth story intact despite challenges: Ficci
GST to play role of catalyst in industrial growth
India’s growth story remains intact with the GDP expected to grow around 7.5 per cent in the current financial
year and improve further in the coming years, Ficci said today.
It termed the slowing down of the industrial output in May to 3.2% and the inching up of the retail inflation in June
to 5% as short-term challenges. They are being pro-actively tackled by the government and the RBI, it said,
observing that these indicators should not be seen as hurting the signs of revival in the economy significantly.
While the industrial output growth is expected to rebound in the next few months; the rise in inflation is being
watched by the RBI closely, and the apex bank and the government will certainly take necessary measures to
keep it at the manageable levels, said Rashesh Shah, President, Ficci in a statement.
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) will play the role of a catalyst in this. While the GST collection trends clearly
indicate towards a positive sentiment in the economy, the national integrated indirect tax structure will also bring
down inflation, going ahead, he added.
According to him, with the GST Council and the central government open to taking measures for rationalising the
GST rate structure, bringing in the excluded items and simplifying the tax administration, GST is all set to boost
the GDP growth further.
Equally important is the fact that GST has shown that industry, and the country on the whole, is ready for
adopting big-bang reforms , he said, adding, there is no doubt now that larger economic reforms involving both
the Centre and the states are here to stay .
Along with this, the reform measures like Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and Real Estate (Regulation and
Development) Act, 2016, which have already started yielding good results, will help in strengthening the revival
of animal spirits and take the GDP growth beyond 8 per cent, Shah said.
Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES – Thursday, July 19, 2018
Buy (`)
Currency

Sell (`)

TT

Bill

TT

Bill

Dollar

69.10

69.14

69.02

69.00

Euro

80.06

80.1

79.99

79.98

Pound Sterling

89.60

89.64

89.51

89.50

100 Yen

61.14

61.16

61.04

61.03

Source: The Hindu Business Line, Friday, July 20, 2018
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